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Hibernation is when some animals have long periods of deep sleep during cold weather.To help them prepare, hibernating animals eat lots of food during the fall so they cansurvive the cold and dangerous winter.Do you know of any animals that hibernate during the winter?Where do you think these animals hibernate?  
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Here you see Bear and all his friends working together to get the tree home. If you could bring a tree home from the forest, how would you get it to your home? Who would help you?  Looking at Bears friends, they all look happy. What do you think is making them happy?  
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Making Popcorn Garland?Follow these simple steps:Step 1- Pop some popcorn in place it in a bowl.Step 2-Use a blunt tip tapestry needle and regular sewing string (Thread the needle and tie a knot at the end).Step 3- Choose the largest kernels, and thread them through the sewing string. Tip: Cut the sewing strings in short lengths and tie together. Otherwise the popcorn will break if you try to thread on long string.  
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Bear made all his friends gifts. Making gifts for people is a thoughtful and kind gesture. Gifts can be handmade with items from your house or from outside. Even cards that say a special message or have a special picture that you drew, is just as thoughtful too.  Handmade gifts or cards will make people feel happy. I wonder how you would feel if you made a gift for someone?  
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It dose not snow in Florida, but if it did, what are some of the things you would like to do?-Build a snowman-Go snow skiing-Have a snowball fight -Make a snow angel 


























